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A FULL HD ERA!

IP

cameras

Key Features
* Product picture and technical specs subject to change without previous notice.
For further information, please contact our local sales representatives.

Full HD Resolution

Highly Efficient Encoding

You never have to guess what’s going on at your place - day or

Based on latest codec algorithm, the cameras offer a higher compres-

night - with our cameras. Offering improved sharpness, clarity, and

sion efficiency of about 30% ~ 50% over conventional network cam-

larger FoV under all light conditions, the cameras capture detailed

eras, thereby reducing the burden of transmission and storage on the

video footage any time, all the time.

IP surveillance system.

HD IP Wi-Fi Kit
Plug & Play

Both versatile and advanced, HD IP Wi-Fi Kit is a combination designed
for the needs of a home, office, store, or other small-to-medium sized

Configuring the IP system is a breeze. By simply plugging a CAT5

enterprise. Including Wi-Fi IP camera and NVR, this set allows the user

cable into the network interface of embedded PoE NVR, the cam-

to monitor their home or business through a simple connection that

era’s IP address is automatically detected and configured to trans-

requires no networking knowledge or previous wiring installation. This

mit a live view and to store video. Additionally, it eliminates the

camera & NVR combo establishes an instant connection to begin

cumbersome power cable deployment.

video recording right away. Never before has it been so easy to set-up a
network video surveillance system!

Line Crossing Detection

Intrusion Detection

DWDR

Onboard Storage

This function can detect objects such as persons or vehicles crossing

In the case of intrusion detection, the camera simultaneously auto-

DWDR functionality is incorporated to help capture clear images

Up to a 128GB SD, SDHC, or SDXC card is supported in order to

(enter/exit) a defined virtual field.

triggers the alarm and event recording. These features are extremely

in strongly-lit and/or high- contrast environments, without

store important data if the network should become disconnected.

beneficial for pre-defined area protection.

compromising image quality or color accuracy.

Key Features

True IP66
3D DNR

Excellent IR Range

By taking advantage of advanced ISP (Imaging Signal Processing)

The IP cameras come with high-performing IR LEDs to deliver out-

technology, IP cameras are able to deliver crystal-clear image qual-

standing nighttime monitoring with long-range visibility of up to 80

ity in low light conditions without any increase in image noise. .

meters.

Outdoor cameras with true IP66-rated housing protect

Wi-Fi with WPS connection

themselves from rain or dust damage in rugged environments.

Using the WPS (Wi-Fi Protected Setup) feature, the wireless models can

The cameras are enclosed in a scratch-resistant, waterproof

read the wireless router’s configuration in an easier and more secure way.

aluminum casing that incorporates multiple seals.

EXIR Technology
The cameras incorporating EXIR infrared array technology provide
best-in-breed illumination for any low- or zero -light
environment. Benefiting from a highly efficient light source and a
revolutionary rectangular lens for seamless HD formatting, the EXIR
cameras deliver the most advanced levels of nighttime surveillance
available on the market today.

EZVIZ Cloud – P2P
All the network cameras support EZVIZ Cloud – P2P service to easily realize a distance access through
a simple phone scanning of supplied on-product QR code.

Economic Panorama Solution
Compact Design

Configurable BLC

Some of the cameras include housing that’s small enough to fit in

This allows the camera to optimize the light levels of the specific

the palm of one’s hand. This is ideal for locations that require a more

area to properly expose the object in a scenario with very strong

discreet aesthetic.

back light.

Introducing its newest 4MP fisheye network camera which brings up a
new affordable panoramic solution to SMB market, such as small sized
shop, convenience store etc.

